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Good balance between supply and demand is creating a positive 
outlook for most grass seed species heading into the 2019 crop year, 
according to a division manager for a leading grass seed company.

“We have a few items that we are long on, but in general, we are 
looking at a good balance going into the 2019 harvest,” Aaron 
Kuenzi, of Mountain View Seed Company, said December 10 at the 
78th annual convention of the Oregon Seed League.

“Prices should remain firm for a lot of these (species),” Kuenzi 
said, adding, “We’ve been blessed as an industry. You look around 
the rest of the U.S. and the world: The corn and soybean guys are 
suffering; dairy is suffering; our industry seems to be doing very 
well.”

Kuenzi provided outlooks for several seed species in his market 
report, including tall fescue, perennial ryegrass, annual ryegrass, 
Kentucky bluegrass, fine fescue and orchardgrass.

The turf-type tall fescue market appears strong, he said, with good 
consumption and continued market growth. “We do see more acres 
here locally and in other production regions around the world, so 
that is something to keep an eye on, but, at least for the short term, 
we should see fairly firm pricing,” Kuenzi said.

The Kentucky bluegrass market, he characterized as stable. “We 
have a pretty good supply-and-demand balance right now, and 
so that should be stable going into the 2019 harvest. But there are 
a few more acres being placed in the ground, so we will see how 
things cycle through next year,” Kuenzi said.

Annual ryegrass, is also stable, he said, noting the industry has low 
inventories and good consumption in that species.

The market for perennial ryegrass seed, however, is still soft. “There 
are still excess inventories and decreases in demand,” he said. “We 
are making good headway. I believe in ten or twelve months, we 
will be in a better position, but I still see us being a little soft for the 
2019 harvest.”

Low inventories and low European acres are helping stabilize the 
fine fescue turf markets, despite increased acres in Canada and the 
Pacific Northwest, he said.

Forage markets also in general appear firm, Kuenzi said, again 
with the exception of perennial ryegrass. “Much like the turf-

type perennial ryegrass, 
it is a little soft, although 
inventories are getting back 
in line, so, hopefully a year 
from now, we will be in a 
better position on that one,” 
he said.

Despite slow spring sales 
last year, the forage tall 
fescue seed market is stable, 
he said. “Because turf-type 
tall fescue is strong, it has 
pulled along the forage tall fescue market,” Kuenzi said.

Low inventories coupled with good demand for true Kentucky 31 
has the K-31 market in good shape, he said.

Markets for brassicas appear mixed, he said, with markets for 
orchardgrass and red and crimson clover soft, the radish market 
improving and the white clover market stable. “We have kind of 
worked through our oversupply of radish in our cover crop market, 
so that is in a better position,” he said. 

Orchardgrass is a little soft, primarily because of some increased 
inventory and increased production from other regions around 
the world. As for the red and crimson clovers, Kuenzi said, “These 
markets are really small, so they are easy to oversupply if we get too 
many acres, and we have seen that happen just recently. It is going 
to take a little bit to go through those inventories.”
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Cutting down on your trips across a field through tankmixing 
is an enticing proposition. But, according to Oregon State 
University Extension Weed Management Specialist Andy 
Hulting, in the long run, it can be well worth an extra trip across 
a field to guard against antagonism.

“It is not very difficult to get a lot of antagonism when you are 
trying to control your grass weeds, whether that is Italian ryegrass 
or annual bluegrass or brome species, and a little antagonism 
can really reduce your grass weed control,” Hulting said.

Speaking at the OSU Seed and Cereal Crop Production Meeting 
in Salem January 8, Hulting acknowledged that tankmixing for 
broadleaf and grass weed control and disease control in wheat, 
“makes a lot of sense in terms of reducing costs and saving 
time.” But he advised growers to be careful when combining 
products.

“My rule of thumb is less complex is usually better,” he said.

OSU researchers have provided information on tankmix 
compatibility in the PNW Weed Management Handbook, which 
can be accessed online at https://pnwhandbooks.org/weed.

Herbicide labels also carry information on tankmix compatibility, 
Hulting said.

Guard Against Antagonism When Tankmixing

White clover market’s stability is due primarily to low yields in 
2018, he said. “That has helped bring those supplies back in line.”

Kuenzi noted that the cover crop market continues to offer exciting 
opportunities for seed sales into certain Midwest and Southeast U.S. 
corn and soybean production areas. According to the Sustainable 
Agricultural Research Educational Initiative, the average cover crop 
acres planted per survey respondent in 2012 was 250. In the most 
recent survey, conducted in 2017, the average cover crop acres per 
respondent was closer to 450 acres.

“We are seeing tremendous growth in the last couple of years,” he 
said.

On the negative side, Kuenzi said, the strong U.S. dollar is slowing 
export sales, but some export market opportunities are available, 
particularly because the 2018 harvest in Europe was down due to a 
hot, dry summer.

Also, on the negative side of the ledger, Kuenzi said retailers are 
looking more at cost than quality in their seed purchases, inhibiting 
sales of high-end genetics in some marketplaces.

“We will see more perennial ryegrass used in the retail markets this 
spring, because it is the lowest cost product out there compared to 
tall fescue and bluegrass,” Kuenzi said.

Also, Kuenzi said, retailers are putting an increased emphasis on 
seed coatings and treatments. “We definitely see more coatings 
and treatments take place as companies look to differentiate 

themselves from one another, and that obviously means less seed,” 
Kuenzi said.

Also, with the higher prices come more competition from other 
production regions. “We have definitely seen higher production 
levels in new production regions, and some of these production 
regions turn into competing industries,” he said.

Kuenzi ended his report by noting that it is important for the 
industry to maintain strong partnerships.

“As we work through all these changes in our industry, it is important 
to have reliable and strong partnerships,” Kuenzi said. “For seed 
companies, it is important to have farmers that are healthy and 
can produce the high-quality products. And for farmers, it is 
important that seed companies are healthy, so we can develop the 
right genetics that the marketplace wants and provide that market 
access for your products.”

Continued from page 1

https://pnwhandbooks.org/weed
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Low stripe rust pressure in Willamette Valley wheat acreage has 
Oregon State University plant pathologist Chris Mundt thinking 
growers may be able to forego adding a stripe rust fungicide to 
their spring herbicide treatment.

Mundt said growers will need to keep an eye on wheat in coming 
days to ensure no rust is present. If it does show up, he is advising 
growers consider treating varieties with intermediate resistance, 
such as Roslayn, Kaseberg and Ovation, in their first herbicide 
application. Also, if growing the variety Goetze, growers should 
consider adding a rust treatment regardless of rust pressure, given 
Goetze’s high susceptibility to rust.

But, where no rust is present, it may not be necessary to treat for 
the disease at the early timing.

“Certainly, resistant varieties, such as Bobtail and Drive, are not 
going to need a fungicide for rust control (at the early timing),” 
Mundt said. “And then, when we get to the flag-leaf application, 
anything you are putting out there to control Septoria is going to 
control your rust, as well.”

Mundt attributed the low rust pressure in the Valley to fewer wheat 
acres in recent years and the fact that growers have been reducing 
acres of Tubbs and Goetze, varieties highly susceptible to the 
disease.

“That really helps us in terms of keeping the inoculum down and 
reducing the amount of rust that might overwinter,” he said.

Reducing fungicide treatments as much as possible is a critical 
step in preserving their effectiveness, Mundt said. He noted that 
growers already have lost the ability to control the plant disease 
Septoria with strobilurin fungicides. “Also, we know that some 
of the triazoles, such as propiconazole, still work, but they don’t 
work as well as they used to (on Septoria),” he said. “And now we 
have the SDHIs. We know resistance is starting to occur in Europe. 
We have evidence of some movement toward insensitivity to the 
SDHIs, but, at this point, we are in no immediate danger of losing 
the SDHIs.

“I think for the next couple of years, anyway, we are probably in 
good shape,” he said.

Despite the lack of immediate concern, Mundt said wheat growers 
should limit use of SDHI products, such as Trivapro, Priaxor and 
Vertisan, to their flag leaf treatment.

“My very strong opinion is these guys should not be used more 
than once a season,” he said. “The more you use them, the more 
quickly you are going to get resistance.”

The flag-leaf timing, he said, is when growers can get the biggest 
bang for their buck.

He added that it is important to add an azole-type fungicide in 
with the SDHI treatment at flag leaf. “If a mutation does occur, 
we want to be able to kill it off with something else, and the 
strobilurin isn’t going to do it because Septoria is totally resistant 
to the strobilurins at this point, although having a strobilurin in 
there will give you some additional rust control.”

Also, he said, it is important to grow resistant varieties when 
possible.

“That is going to reduce the population of the fungus,” he said. 
“It is going to slow things down. Plus, depending on the year and 
variety, it might also give you the chance to not spray, or perhaps 
use a cheaper compound.”

Low Stripe Rust Pressure in Valley Wheat
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New Options for Broadleaf Weed Control in Wheat

Growers have two relatively new options for broadleaf weed 
control in wheat that deserve a look, according to Oregon State 
University Extension Weed Management Specialist Andy Hulting.

Talinor, a premix of bicyclopyrone and bromoxynil, “does a really 
good job on our winter annual broadleaf weeds here in the Valley,” 
Hulting said. The Syngenta product is particularly strong on 
mayweed chamomile, prickly lettuce and chickweeds, he said.

The second product, Quelex, is a premix that includes halauxifen 
plus florasulam. “This is a very good mix, as well,” Hulting said, 
adding that its strength appears to be in controlling wild carrot.

“These two products seem to have a potential fit for some things 
that we struggle with here in the Valley,” Hulting said. “Both are 
fully labeled in wheat, are good products and could be useful for 
you if you are growing either winter or spring wheat.”

In a presentation at the OSU Extension Seed and Cereal Crop 
Production Meeting in Salem January 8, Hulting also addressed 
options to tankmix the pyroxasulfone products Zidua and 
Anthem Flex with postemergence grass herbicides such as Osprey, 
PowerFlex and Axial XL.

“I would say that if you are going to go out there and apply some 
postemergence grass herbicides (in wheat), you can think about 
adding one of these pyroxasulfone products in the tank to give you 
some residual control,” he said.

“We haven’t seen any antagonism with those tankmixes and we’ve 
seen good crop safety in wheat, whether it is winter wheat or 
spring wheat,” Hulting said.

He added that when using soil-applied herbicides in spring wheat, 
it is important to make sure crop planting depth is at least an inch 
and a half.

Calendar

February 19         Oregon Ryegrass Commission Meeting, 6 p.m., Cascade Grill Restaurant, 110 Opal St N.E., Albany

February 21         Oregon Tall Fescue Commission Meeting, 6 p.m., Cascade Grill Restaurant, 110 Opal St N.E., Albany

February 26   Oregon Seed Council Meeting, 6:30 p.m., Cascade Grill Restaurant, 110 Opal St. N.E., Albany

Andy Hulting
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Since December 22, a landowner in the Monroe area has heard 
propane cannons from a nearby farm firing twenty-four hours a 
day, seven days a week.

The landowner, who wishes to remain anonymous, assumes the 
cannons are being used as a geese deterrent, and understands the 
need for them. But, she asked, “Do they have to go off 24-7?”

“Set a timer,” she said. “We aren’t trying to reduce their livelihood. 
I understand them going off at dusk when the geese are coming in 
and in the morning. But all day and all night long?”

Propane cannons, which are used for bird control in vineyards 
and for geese deterrent in grass seed crops, are a major source of 
complaints from landowners in the Willamette Valley, according 
to Jim Johnson, land-use and water-planning coordinator for the 
Oregon Department of Agriculture.

“The most common complaint we get is propane cannons being 
used twenty-four hours a day, seven days a week, or being aimed 
towards houses instead of away from houses,” Johnson said, “

Johnson said he understands the need to utilize cannons beyond 
normal business hours.

“I know that geese, contrary to what people think, graze around 
the clock,” he said. “They will be out at nighttime feeding. So, I 
understand why they are using those at that time.”

Still, he said, in the spirit of co-existence, farmers should take into 
consideration the well-being of their neighbors.

“There are other things that can be used,” he said. “Hazing can 
be a lot of things. Geese don’t like plastic fence barriers because 
they don’t like to be where they can’t see distances. I know of golf 
courses that use laser lights that are activated by motion and will 
shoot out a laser once activated, and that scares geese. Hazing on 
a four-wheeler works.”

In the case of the Monroe farmer, Johnson said he or she might 
consider installing a motion detector on the cannons or a timer to 
minimize their effect on neighbors.

“Maybe they could point it in a different direction,” Johnson said.

In general, Johnson said that when conflicts arise, the department 
encourages landowners to work together to arrive at solutions 
both parties can live with. In this case, however, despite repeated 
attempts to locate the cannons and the person responsible for 
setting them off, the affected landowner has been unable to 
determine where they are and who is responsible.

“If I did,” she said, “I’d knock on their door.”

“I think they are moving them around a lot,” she added.

Because of the large number of complaints surrounding use 
of propane cannons in wine grapes, the Oregon Winegrowers 
Association has put out a bulletin on Standards for Bird Control 
in Vineyards. In it, the OWA recommends propane cannons are 
set back as far as reasonably possible from neighboring property 
borders, not aimed at residences, and that cannons should only 
be operated during daylight hours. “This is the Golden Rule of 
operating propane cannons,” the guide states.

The standards also state that timers are highly recommended to 
ensure they turn off at night, and the firing intervals are set at a 
minimum of seven minutes with a suggested interval of between 
ten and twenty minutes.

The standards also state that it is important to notify neighbors 
that you will be using them and to provide them with a contact 
number in case they are left on at night.

If operated under certain limitations, and if other conditions 
are met as established in law, the use of propane cannons are 
considered a common and accepted farm practice and are 
protected under right to farm laws, Johnson said.

Once they became an unfettered nuisance, say by going off twenty-
four hours a day, seven days a week, the protections afforded 
under right to farm start to dwindle.

“At some point,” Johnson said, “one could argue it is not a common 
and accepted practice.”

Propane Cannon Going Off 24-7 Irks Neighbor
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